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Ice, snowdrifts and mud were all a part of walking a prairie road.
Story by Arthur Eikamp, Langlois, Oregon
while food escaped from our lunch pails. If the ice looked
to treacherous, we’d plow through drifts along the road
and get snow packed in our overshoes
I remember coming home with my feet and hands feeling like chunks of ice, my fingers so numb that I couldn’t
unbutton my coat. I blubbered as my mother hugged me to
her body to get me warm. To thaw out my feet she’d put a
piece of firewood on the open oven door, pull up a chair
and have me put my feet on the log. I would cry out in pain
as the blood began coming back through my hands and
feet, and sometimes Mom would console me with one of
her freshly baked cinnamon rolls.
Being so close to town, we didn’t qualify for school bus
service. But one year the bus wasn’t full, so for a few
weeks it stopped for us, too.
Then we had one of those storms that piled the snow up
to the roof of our house, but the bus driver wouldn’t be
defeated. He got out a sleigh, put a canopy out like a covered wagon and even put a woodstove inside, running the
chimney through the top. In places where the drifts in the
road were too high even for the horses to plow through, the
driver turned and went across the fields. That’s one ride to
school I’ll never forget!

Many pioneers were born in a log cabin. I was born in a
henhouse on the south Dakota prairie. Dad built it for the
chickens, but they had to wait until we moved out when he
completed our house.
The home was at the end of a driveway leading to a
gravel road. By the time I finished high school, I knew
every rut and hollow, every bump and water hole in that
mile of gravel between us and the small town of Gary. I
also got to know every ewe, ram and lamb on the north
side.
Many days we skipped happily down the road to school,
enjoying the sunshine and fresh air. When the spring rains
came and we heard the hum of a Model T behind us, we
jumped to the side and waited apprehensively. The only
question was whether our overalls would be splashed with
mud up to our waist or only to our knees.
One kindly old rancher gave us a ride to town on rainy
days until he junked his Ford and bought a new Chrysler.
Who wants mud in a new car?
When winter replaced rain with ice, we could slide
down the short slopes. But sometimes the grave poling
through the ice would trip us up and send us sprawling .
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Soup Day
Gary Community Center
Sunday, March 23, 2014
11 am—1:30 pm
A Free-will offering will be taken for the meal.

Menu:
Chicken Noodle
Cheesy Chicken Chowder
Chili
Chili Dogs
Beverage
Square Board Fund-Raiser
Buy chances on the Square board for a
chance to win huge cash prizes!

$10 per chance to win:
$150
$125
$100
Contact Ellen or Albert Bekaert for the
chance to win!
605-272-5295
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Wal-Mart vs. The Government— Food for Thought
1. Americans spend $36,000,000 at Wal-Mart every hour of every day.
2. This works out to $20,928 profit every minute!
3. Wal-Mart will sell more from January 1 to St. Patrick's Day (March 17th) than Target sells all year.
4. Wal-Mart is bigger than Home Depot + Kroger + Target +Sears + Costco + K-Mart combined.
5. Wal-Mart employs 1.6 million people, is the world's largest private employer, and most speak English.
6. Wal-Mart is the largest company in the history of the world.
7. Wal-Mart now sells more food than Kroger and Safeway combined, and keep in mind they did this in only fif
teen years.
8. During this same period, 31 big supermarket chains sought bankruptcy.
9. Wal-Mart now sells more food than any other store in the world.
10. Wal-Mart has approx 3,900 stores in the USA of which 1,906 are Super Centers; this is 1,000 more than it had
five years ago.
11. This year 7.2 billion different purchasing experiences will occur at Wal-Mart stores. (Earth's population is ap
proximately 6.5 Billion.)
12. 90% of all Americans live within fifteen miles of a Wal-Mart.
You may think that I am complaining, but I am really laying the ground work for suggesting that MAYBE we should
hire the guys who run Wal-Mart to fix the economy.
This should be read and understood by all Americans� Democrats, Republicans, EVERYONE!!
To President Obama and all 535 voting members of the Legislature
It is now official that the majority of you are corrupt and ineffective:
a.. The U.S. Postal Service was established in 1775. You have had 237 years to get it right and it is broke.
b.. Social Security was established in 1935. You have had 77 years to get it
right and it is broke.
c.. Fannie Mae was established in 1938. You have had 74 years to get it right
and it is broke.
d.. War on Poverty started in 1964. You have had 48 years to get it right; $1 trillion of our money is confiscated
each year and transferred to "the poor" and they only want more.
e.. Medicare and Medicaid were established in 1965. You have had 47 years to get it right and they are broke.
f.. Freddie Mac was established in 1970. You have had 42 years to get it right
and it is broke.
g.. The Department of Energy was created in 1977 to
lessen our dependence on foreign oil. It has ballooned to 16,000
employees with a budget of $24 billion a year and we import more
oil than ever before. You had 35 years to get it right and it is an
abysmal failure.
You have FAILED in every "government service" you have
shoved down our throats while overspending our tax dollars.
AND YOU WANT AMERICANS TO BELIEVE YOU CAN BE
TRUSTED WITH A GOVERNMENT-RUN HEALTH CARE SYSTEM??

911 St. Olaf Avenue North
P.O. Box 148
Canby, Minnesota
507-223-5505
www.jims-market.com

YOU CAN COUNT ON US FOR

 Quality Service  Freshness
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The Deep Snow—Page 18 Chapter 16 of

Bill Stone’s Book

By 1880 the town is somewhat settled and business is prospering and in the fall of ‘80 the long hard winter
began. In October it started snowing and never let up. The years ‘80 and ‘81 were called the Winter of the Deep
Snow or the Long Hard Winter. By January it was impossible to keep the railroad open and the trains ceased to
run until late spring. The snow became so deep that teams were useless and traveling by snow shoes or skies were
the only means of transportation.
Settlers fared the worst for many ran out of feed, several head of livestock starved to death that winter. By
early spring many of the stores were getting low on stock. There were four stores in town and the only one with
sugar was Wells Store. They could of just about got any price for their sugar but never once raised their prices.
The Inter State ran out of paper this winter and wound up printing the Inter State on manila wrapping paper,
but never missed an issue.
In those days they used scrapers and loaded wagons to remove snow but this year was impossible and all they
could do was watch it pile up. Business men had to shovel down to their store fronts and in some cases even tunnel into their place of business. We today may say, OH! Those poor people, but they made the most of it and managed to get together at home when the weather would break for a visit or a neighborhood dance or some other
entertainment. They made the best of things and rode the winter out and when spring finally did arrive, Gary had
the worst flood in history. Although there is no report of what damage was done they all reported that the spring
of ‘81 was the worst flood Gary ever experienced as the little Gary creek went plum wild and way over its banks.
So it can be assumed that anyone living in the flat suffered from this flood.

THE WEATHER
The weather is the queerest thing, it so often changes its mind,
But it can not please all people, as they have much fault to find.
When it is bright and sunny, and the sun is piping hot,
Then we wish it cold and freezing, and wind to blow a lot.
When winter comes, so cold and icy, and we face the chilly breeze,
We would like it hot and humid; People are so hard to please.
Each one has their own opinion, what the weather man should do,
And it’s hard to please all people, and to know this to be true.
But if we had no kind of weather, that would change from day to day,
What would we use for conversation, when we wish for words to say?
No matter if it’s hot or chilly or the wind blows east or west,
Let us take it with a cheery greeting, for the weather man knows best.
~Mrs. Marietta Thomas
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Blizzards In Dakota

[reprint from autobiog-

raphy of John Stanley, March 2008 InterState ]

It proved to be a winter of successive blizzards,
snow storms and wind, but with many bright sunny
days-and shut off from the outside world way out there
in that sparsely settled prairie region of Dakota. With
those long six months without train service and with no
additions to the mercantile supplies to the stores, practically all
staple necessities gave out-including flour, meat, sugar,
kerosene, etc. The trials and hardships that were endured by many all over that vast region in Western Minnesota and eastern Dakota was a history-making epochthough not recorded and therefore now practically unheard of. All wild animal life had either made its way
out to where better conditions prevailed or had starved
to death-becoming extinct. There were no wild-game
animals left to provide meat. After all supplies of flour
were exhausted everyone resorted to coffee mills and
ground their own whole-wheat flour. Most farmers fortunately had plenty of grain stored away, for winter had
come before they had marketed all their crops. This coffee-mill grinding process kept
some member of the family
busy a good part of the time,
and I would like to pay my
respects to the value and popularity of the whole wheat products of those days-bread, muffins, pancakes, etc. The coffee
mill was worn out, and now in
later years we regret it was not
saved as a souvenir. Those
who chanced to have vegetables, a few pigs and possibly
their own beef considered they
lived high and handsomely.
The situation was met without much
complaint, and after it was over and with no loss of life,
all seemed to think they had enjoyed the new experience, for they kept in perfect health, and were largely
occupied trying to provide themselves with foodstuffs
and fuel, while those who had plenty of books and
magazines were indeed lucky. The local weekly newspaper finally exhausted its print paper as the town’s
supply of wallpaper. Many families had to twist hay and
straw into compact “sticks” for fuel, although that particular part of eastern Dakota, Deuel County, had many
creeks that were bordered with some kinds of timber.
Fortunately father had purchased a couple of acres of
such timber, mostly elm, on Cobb’s creek, two miles
distant from our home, at the bottom of a canyon,
probably 50 feet deeper than the surrounding prairie,
and had several cords cut (four foot sticks) which had
been nicely corded up early in the fall. The subsequent
blizzards and the drifting of the immense amount of
snow filled this canyon almost full to its edges. We had
to guess where the wood was piled, but by using a long
pole, prodding down into the snow, we finally located a
pile-they being somewhat separated. The excavating of
the snow that covered the wood was a big job, Aside
from throwing the wood to the surface, Will and I each

then carried a four foot stack of wood, sinking step by
step knee deep into the snow, at least fifteen rods to the
top of the gulch where we had managed to bring the
team and sled. Although the snow was packed hard
enough in places to hold up the team and loaded sled,
there were many spots where the snow was not sufficiently packed to hold up the horses. That wonderful
little team would soon become exhausted by breaking
through the crust, sinking to their bellies. After plunging, desperately struggling to keep going, they would sit
down on their haunches like a rabbit, until they were
rested, then of their own accord would go on again as
far as they could. Thus the two miles were covered, and
a load of about a half cord of wood (mostly green elm)
was delivered at home. This wood, after cutting it into
stove lengths and splitting, had to go through a drying
process keeping the kitchen oven full constantly, besides scattering sticks over the stovetop. After that only
a part of the moisture contained in the green elm was
cooked out, it would burn fairly well by being coaxed
along with twisted hay, so that it helped provide sufficient fire for the heating stove in one room and the cook
stove.
Another of the minor
“incidents” that developed
was making a substitute for
coffee, and mother was equal
to it. As I recall the process,
this splendid coffee substitute
was made by moistening barley with sorghum, then roasting it and grinding. Fortunately we had grown some
sorghum and a neighbor had
an old-fashioned sorghum
mill, and the juice was processed into a fine, palatable
syrup.
One of the daily chores first thing each morning was
shoveling the drifted five or six feet of snow out of the
entrance to the stable-which was completely covered.
The entrance was made by digging a “stairway” down
to the stable door, the snow becoming so hard that the
horses and cattle could walk up and down the snow
steps when taken out to water, and they did it like circus
-performing animals.
Added snow came occasionally-from a few inches to
a couple of feet at a time. All gulches and low places
were finally filled, making the whole area a vast apparently level plane-whereas that “coteaux” region was
rough, with some gulches 30 to 50 feet deep. Under
such conditions the frequent breaking of new trails to
town and to the wood supply was an endless task. The
ridges of the hills were lowed as much as possible,
where the snow was not so deep, the wind blowing it
off into lower places. Using the same trail finally
packed and kept it in such condition that the wind did
not disturb it, furnishing during the latter months of
winter a well packed snow road.
There was not much excitement during those days
and months-the same routine being followed from day
to day. However, our leisure time was well spent, our
family having a number of good books on hand.
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Fairchild Farmgirl
I'm Just One Cow Pie From a Full Spreader

When You Raise An Adventurous Eater
You know how sometimes it’s hard to get a kid to eat a green bean? I have to admit I have
some of those, they are little and big (Ron...you know who I’m talking about right?). So, lately
I’ve been a little surprised about our Kara.

She likes stuff.

Me & Fluffdog

Sometimes albeit, some pretty weird stuff.
After some years of not getting her and her older brother to eat anything aside from corn, beef, potatoes and
Captain Crunch, our Miss K was coming around. I got excited when I fried mushrooms and she ate them AND
asked for more. Before I knew it, I had a fellow brussel sprout eater and as Ron, Cody and Levi were fake gagging over shrimp and broccoli, here was our daughter, wanting seconds.
Yay, or so I thought.
Then it happened....karma came and reared it’s ugly head at me. All these years of putting onions and garlic
in the food and making kids try duck and eat at least one piece of cauliflower, I got it right back.
One day while we were working cattle, Kara was up by the headgate with me and says, “Mom, if they cut testicles I want to look at them.” Sure, no big deal, I thought, I like gross stuff as much as the next person. Finally
we had to cut one that had gotten missed when he was young. After taking it out, the vet cast it aside on the
ground and we put the next cow in the chute. I didn’t think about it too much until we were all done. As I was
cleaning up, there laid that old bull nut in the dirt. This wasn’t a rocky mountain oyster, this was the size of my
fist. “Mom, I think we should fry it, don’t you?”
‘Ummm no’, was my first thought. “I don’t think so,” I said gently, “but if you want, we can cut it open and
see what it looks like.” She was all for that, so Ron came with his pocket knife and opened it up. It looked like a
thick orange opaque jello. Ron came up from chores and pulled me aside...”I don’t want to eat a nut, the dog
won’t even touch that one down by the feedlot.”
This is the one time I agreed with Mr. Bland.
So thank goodness we haven’t had to cut another bull. But she asked us the other day if she could go get a
rabbit and skin it out for supper. I’m thinking, ‘really? can’t we
just have tacos?’ Last night she and Ron caught one, skinned it
and she breaded and cooked it. I might add she cleaned it. She asked
me if I wanted some as the smell of burnt breading wafted in the
kitchen. “No, I think I’m giving up that for Lent and I tonight I’m
giving my penance a practice run.” Lennart was a good sport and
chewed on a teeny piece for about 5 minutes. “chewy but good” he
said and quickly disappeared to his room.
She told us that her bucket list includes trying squirrel, cow tongue
and some meat from the beaver that they are skinning out tomorrow. I should have known this was coming, she skinned a coyote for
her 6th grade Fur trade project and she wants to be a large animal
vet.

I think she’d make her best money on episodes of
Fear Factor myself.

So if you see me in the spice isle at Gate City Store, I’m just trying
to kill the taste of some weird and wild critter that we were being
good sports about and willing to try it.
Have a great month and appreciate something normal on your
plate.
Overall, one proud momma,
Fairchild Farmgirl
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Feathers mean a lot to Native American Tribes. A feather isn’t
just something that falls out of a bird, it means much more. The
feather symbolizes trust, honor, strength, wisdom, power, freedom
and many more things. To be given one of these is to be hand
picked out of the rest of the men in the tribe – it’s like getting a gift
from a high official.
If any Indian is given Golden or Bald Eagle feathers it is one of
the most rewarding items they can ever be handed. The Indians believe that eagles have a special connection with the heavens since
they fly so close. Many Indians believe that if they are given this
feather, it is a symbol from above. They believe that the eagle is the
leader of all birds, because it
flies as high as it does and sees
better than all the birds.
Once an Indian receives a
feather he must take care of it, and many will hang it up in their homes. It is disrespectful to hide it away in a drawer or a closet. An Indian will be given a feather
to hold on to or to wear, and if they hold it they must put it out for everyone to
see. This will be a constant reminder of how to behave. An eagle feather is a lot
like the American flag, it must be handled with care and can never be dropped on
the ground.
The only way an Indian can actually get one of these feathers is by doing a
brave deed, like fighting off a bear or going up against the enemy. They were
never allowed to wear the feather until they went in front of their tribal court and
White Bull
retold the story of their victory. It was at this time that they were allowed to put it
in their headpiece. Only chieftains, warriors, and braves have ever been awarded
this special gift. The next time you see eagle feathers in a headdress, think about how they were
earned.
Source: indians
Moving Robe Woman ~ Hunkpapa Lakota
Published on March 13, 2013 by Christian ?
Moving Robe Woman was a woman who had only a moment’s notice to decide if she would
run or fight. As her words above show, her spirit said fight.
Moving Robe Woman (Tȟašína Máni), also known as Mary Crawler, was a member of the
Hunkpapa Sioux tribe living on the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in 1876. On the morning
of June 25th, while digging turnips with a stick, the twenty three year old woman saw a cloud of
dust rise on a bluff near the Little Bighorn river. It was the first warning her people were about
to be attacked by cavalry soldiers.
After returning to camp, she found her brother dead and her father preparing for battle. As
Moving Robe Woman
soldiers fired into her village, she took a relative’s revolver and shot a known scout who had be- “I was a woman, but I
trayed them. Then she painted her face red, chanted a song for her dead brother, and joined the
was not afraid.”
warriors.
In an interview given in 1931 to interpreter Frank Zahn, a then seventy-seven year old Moving Robe Woman recalled her part in the Battle of the Little Bighorn:
“Father led my black horse up to me and I mounted. We galloped towards the soldiers. Other warriors joined in with
us. When we were nearing the fringe of the woods, an order was given by Hawk Man to charge…the charge was so
stubborn that the soldiers ran to their horses and, mounting them, rode swiftly towards the river … Some of the warriors rode into the river and tomahawked the soldiers.”
These same warriors then chased the remaining group of soldiers (part of Reno’s men) over a bluff and killed them
before returning to the river.
“Someone said that another body of soldiers was attacking the lower end of the village. I heard afterwards that
these soldiers were under the command of Long Hair (Custer). With my father and other youthful warriors I rode in
that direction.”
Moving Robe Woman is said to have killed at least two in battle. Some even suggest she put a knife in Custer,
though this isn’t supported by the condition the general’s body was found in, which apparently was riddled with bullets. But her presence on the battlefield was not in quesRain-in-the-Face, a fellow warrior in battle that day,
‘Behold, there is among us a young woman!’ I shouted. ‘Let no tion.
described what he saw:
young man hide behind her garments!’ I knew that would make
We don’t think any of us knows for sure what we’d do
these young men brave! The woman was Moving Robe, whose in her situation, but we admire her for not running away
her village was attacked. And just so no one misunbrother had just been killed. Holding her brother’s war staff over when
derstands, it isn’t the killing that distinguishes someone as
her head, and leaning forward upon her charger, she looked as a warrior, it’s more about their bravery when confronted
by the enemy. That is badass.
pretty as a bird.

Source: Bards and Prophets
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Chief Gall - Aggressive Sioux Leader

By Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa) - 1918

Chief Gall was one of the most aggressive leaders of the Sioux nation in
their last stand for freedom.
The westward pressure of civilization during the past three centuries has
been tremendous. When our hemisphere was "discovered”, it had been inhabited by the natives for untold ages, but it was held undiscovered because the
original owners did not chart or advertise it. Yet some of them at least had developed ideals of life which included real liberty and equality to all men, and
they did not recognize individual ownership in land or other property beyond
actual necessity. It was a soul development leading to essential manhood. Under this system they brought forth some striking characters.
Gall was considered by both Indians and whites to be a
most impressive type of physical manhood. From his picture you can judge of this for yourself.
Let us follow his trail. He was no tenderfoot. He never
asked a soft place for himself. He always played the game
Chief Gall
according to the rules and to a finish. To be sure, like every
other man, he made some mistakes, but he was an Indian and never acted the coward.
The earliest stories told of his life and doings indicate the spirit of the man in that of the
boy.
When he was only about three years old, the Blackfoot band of Sioux were on their usual
roving hunt, following the buffalo while living their natural happy life upon the wonderful wide
prairies of the Dakotas.
It was the way of every Sioux mother to adjust her household effects on such dogs and pack ponies as she
could muster from day to day, often lending one or two to accommodate some other woman whose horse or dog
had died, or perhaps had been among those stampeded and carried away by a raiding band of Crow warriors.
On this particular occasion, the mother of our young Sioux brave, Matohinshda, or Bear-Shedding-His-Hair
(Gall's childhood name), entrusted her boy to an old Eskimo pack dog, experienced and reliable, except perhaps when unduly excited or very thirsty.
On the day of removing camp the caravan made its morning march up the Powder River. Upon the wide table-land the women were busily digging teepsinna (an edible sweetish root, much used by them) as the moving
village slowly progressed. As usual at such times, the trail was wide. An old jack rabbit had waited too long in
hiding. Now, finding himself almost surrounded by the mighty plains people, he sprang up suddenly, his feathery
ears conspicuously erect, a dangerous challenge to the dogs and the people.
A whoop went up. Every dog accepted the challenge. Forgotten were the bundles, the kits, even the babies
they were drawing or carrying. The chase was on, and the screams of the women reechoed from the opposite
cliffs of the Powder, mingled with the yelps of dogs and the neighing of horses. The hand of every man was
against the daring warrior, Lone Jack, and the confusion was great.
When the fleeing one cleared the mass of his enemies, he emerged with a swiftness that commanded respect
and gave promise of a determined chase. Behind him, his pursuers stretched out in a thin line, first the speedy,
unburdened dogs and then the travois dogs headed by the old Eskimo with his precious freight. The youthful
Gall was in a travois, a basket mounted on trailing poles and harnessed to the sides of the animal.
“Hey! hey! they are gaining on him!” a warrior shouted. At this juncture two of the canines had almost nabbed
their furry prey by the back. But he was too cunning for them. He dropped instantly and sent both dogs over his
head, rolling and spinning, then made another flight at right angles
to the first. This gave the Eskimo a chance to cut the triangle. He
gained fifty yards, but being heavily handicapped, two unladen dogs
passed him. The same trick was repeated by the Jack, and this time
he saved himself from instant death by a double loop and was now
running directly toward the crowd, followed by a dozen or more
dogs. He was losing speed, but likewise his pursuers were dropping
off steadily. Only the sturdy Eskimo dog held to his even gait, and
behind him in the frail travois leaned forward the little Matohinshda,
nude save a breech clout, his left hand holding fast the convenient
tail of his dog, the right grasping firmly one of the poles of the travois. His black eyes were bulging almost out of their sockets;
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his long hair flowed out behind like a stream of dark water.
The Jack now ran directly toward the howling spectators, but his marvelous speed and alertness were on the
wane; while on the other hand his foremost pursuer, who had taken part in hundreds of similar events, had
every confidence in his own endurance. Each leap brought him nearer, fiercer and more determined. The last
effort of the Jack was to lose himself in the crowd, like a fish in muddy water; but the big dog made the one
needed leap with unerring aim and his teeth flashed as he caught the rabbit in viselike jaws and held him limp in
air, a victor!
The people rushed up to him as he laid the victim down, and foremost among them was the frantic mother of
Matohinshda, or Gall. "Michinkshe! michinkshe!” (My son! my son!) she screamed as she drew near. The boy
seemed to be none the worse for his experience. "Mother!” he cried, "my dog is brave: he got the rabbit!” She
snatched him off the travois, but he struggled out of her arms to look upon his dog lovingly and admiringly. Old
men and boys crowded about the hero of the day, the dog, and the thoughtful grandmother of Matohinshda unharnessed him and poured some water from a parfleche water bag into a basin. "Here, my grandson, give your
friend something to drink.”
"How, hechetu,” pronounced an old warrior no longer in active service. "This may be only an accident, an
ordinary affair; but such things sometimes indicate a career. The boy has had a wonderful ride. I prophesy that
he will one day hold the attention of all the people with his doings.”
This is the first remembered story of the famous chief, but other boyish exploits foretold the man he was destined to be. He fought many sham battles, some successful and others not; but he was always a fierce fighter
and a good loser.
Once he was engaged in a battle with snowballs.
There were probably nearly a hundred boys on each
side, and the rule was that every fair hit made the
receiver officially dead. He must not participate further, but must remain just where he was struck.
Gall's side was fast losing, and the battle was
growing hotter every minute when the youthful warrior worked toward an old water hole and took up his
position there. His side was soon annihilated and
there were eleven men left to fight him.
He was pressed close in the wash-out, and as he
dodged under cover before a volley of snowballs,
there suddenly emerged in his stead a huge gray
wolf.
His opponents fled in every direction in superstitious terror, for they thought he had been transformed into the animal. To their astonishment he
came out on the farther side and ran to the line of
safety, a winner!
It happened that the wolf’s den had been partly
covered with snow so that no one had noticed it until
the yells of the boys aroused the inmate, and he
beat a hasty retreat. The boys always looked upon
this incident as an omen.
More next month

Is this coming back to a neighborhood near you?
Shared from Face book 2/19/14...
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Have you been to our web site?
www.experiencegarysd.com
It is loaded with interesting information, including,
Bill Stone’s book at:
http://experiencegarysd.com/billstonebook.cfm
and the Gary High School Orange Book at http://
experiencegarysd.comgaryschoolorangebook.cfm
Gary Historical Ass’n is on FaceBook

Gary Historical
WE WILL OPEN IF YOU CALL
AND REQUEST A TOUR.
PLEASE CONTACT:
ROGER BAER – 605-220-1369
OR EMAIL rbaer@itctel.com
Or
ELLEN SCHULTE

Please LIKE us there

Gary,

July 4
Gary Legion Hall
Registration 11 am
Meal 11:30 am—12:30 pm
We would appreciate a RSVP. Please
contact rbaer@itctel.com
Or send a letter to :Gary Historical
Association, P.O. Box 83, Gary, SD
57237

2013-14 Winter to remember? Or to Forget?

SELMA REMEMBERS:
Cabins on the Lake—I remember the time there were
only two cabins on the shore of Lake Cochrane. One was
the Rowlands and the Stevens and the other was Art
Bartels. They were on the southeast corner of the lake.
There was also a dance pavilion on the east side of the
lake.
Hair Care—If you were living in the early year of 1900
and born without curly hair, there was only one way to
get curls. That was to wet the hair, take long strings of
rags and tie them close to the head. The hair was wrapped
around the rags. When dry, they were unwrapped and you
had curls. Later they came out with water wave cobs, bob
rollers, barrettes, and marcellars. Then we boiled flax
seed to make a wave setting lotion. Now a curling iron
was invented that you heated in a lamp to curl the hair. In
the late 1930’s the first permanent machine came out. It
was so heavy that it looked like a milking machine. It got
so hot that the operator stood there and fanned your head.
When it was finished you had fuzz. You really suffered
through all of this. Thank goodness for today’s perm operations. Progress over all the years has been so interesting to me
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